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Label Technology

our passion

labeltech.com

@labeltech

label-technology

recognizes that sustainability is a shared responsibility and we 
must respect and preserve our planet for future generations.

Find more 
info here

LABEL TECHNOLOGY

is meeting your demanding packaging needs 

and that passion was ignited 30 years ago in 

a garage,  with a father and son and a used 

flexographic press.

Today, 125 employee-owners are committed 

to continue pouring their passion into your 

packaging. Whether it is flexible packaging 

rollstock, pre-made pouches or pressure 

sensitive labels, we care about the details just 

as much as you do.

great PACKAGING
IS our BUSINESS!

ALWAYS made in america



Flexible Packaging pre-formed pouches labels

Great packaging happens when the 
complete manufacturing process is taken 
into account from the very start of a 
project.

You may have a lot of questions as you 
bring your product to market and our 
passion is providing you with the practical 
information you will need to be 
successful.

Whether it’s an overwrap for your bar, a 
pouch for your nutritional supplement, or 
a label for your bottle; the experts at Label 
Technology are ready to help guide you.

Looking for a co-packer? We can help 

identify the best fit for you. Need an 

innovative structure for a new product? We 

will build and test structures until you have 

the look and performance characteristics 

your product needs. 

Stump us with something new? We will 

work with our ink, adhesive, and material 

vendors to develop a solution that works!

Have a lot of questions?  We have a lot of answers!

up to 10 
colors

innovative 
constructions

quick turn, 
short run

2-3 side
sealed

Clear, 
metallized, 
paper

film, foil and paper
prime labels

Gussets, zippers, shaped die cuts, 
tear notches, shaped seals, hanger holes

sustainable
material
options

thermal transfer
direct thermal

up to 
42" wide

high barrier

sequential
bar 
coding

great PACKAGINg is the result of teamwork

I started
the company

I designed
the artwork

i printed
the packaging

i packagedthe product


